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Infants

April 2021

The focus of the month for 
infants is fine motor skills. 
Infants are seen trying to eat 
meals with the spoon. Thus, 
this month will help infants 
to develop their fine motor 
skills in a specific pincer 
grasp. To implement the 
focus, we plan to assist and 
support children in holding 
the spoon and using a spoon 
to eat. Also, our plan 
includes giving infants 
stickers to put on papers to 
stick on different pieces of 
art. Activities involving 
picking and dropping toys 
and opening and closing kitchen toys will help infants to develop their fine motor skills which will later 
give a boost to skills of independence.
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Toddlers

Preschoolers

Our focus for this month is spring, seeds, flowers and 
butterflies!  
This month we’ll be exploring all things regarding spring!  
We’ll talk about how the rain helps turn the trees green in our 
neighbourhoods and which animals are returning from the 
cold winter to make their homes. In addition, we will plant 
seeds and make observations along the way. Most of the 
activities we’ll be doing will help the children with their overall 
development, such as fine motor skills, by using their pincers 
grasp to pick up seeds to plant, another aspect of the physical 
development is a sensory simulation, which will allow the 
children to smell and feel the textures of paint, soil, leaf and 
paint. We will also be working on the children’s literacy skills 
by counting seeds, learning letters like B for butterflies, and 
names for insects. Throughout our activities, the children will 
be provided with open-ended materials like wooden blocks 
for sorting, building, or carry which will help build on their 
cognitive skills.

In Preschool 1 we are focused on 
practicing. Sharing within a large 
and small group, we have been 
incorporating a lot of interactive 
activities to promote sharing, for 
instance, making structures as a 
group, outside playing ball games, 
ring around the Rosie during music 
and movement. During circle time, 
educators in Preschool 1 have 
been discussing the importance of 
sharing toys and materials with 
their peers. We have also 
introduced the timer method, after 
a few minutes the timer will go off 
and another group of children can 
indulge in the activity.
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Event Calendar

Reviews
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Supervisor

The sun is shining and the days are getting longer, which means Easter is just around the corner. 
Easter is a great time for fun family activities; here are 10 fun things you can do at home 

1. Egg rolling 

Do you know what an egg roll is? No, not that crispy appetizer at a Chinese restaurant. This other kind 
of egg roll is an Easter tradition that’s different from culture to culture and family to family. 

Several years ago a Scottish friend introduced my family to his version and we try to include it in our 
Easter festivities whenever we can. Simply boil a bunch of eggs, have fun decorating them, then pack 
them up and bring them to a park with a big hill. From the top of the hill, players can take turns rolling 
their eggs down. The egg that travels the furthest wins. We tend to invent rules as we go, so there’s 
always lots of running (and rolling) up and down the hill. 

2. Switch things up 

Have you ever heard of a reverse Easter egg hunt? Neither had I. But I can pretty much guarantee my 
kids would love running all over a park or the backyard to find little bits of nature to fill their eggs. 
Making sure, of course, that all the things we talk about collecting are safe for them to gather, and 
returning things once we’re done. 

3. Active egg hunt 
With older kids, a classic egg hunt might be activity enough if you challenge them with finishing times, 
quantities collected, or even make it a race. Only you know if your kids are ready to handle a little 
friendly competition, and if they are, it’s a great way to intensify the egg hunt. 

4. Bunnyhop 

Have a dance party. Whether you’re at a big family gathering or it’s just you and your kids, there’s 
nothing like some good old-fashioned dancing. Turn on some favourite tunes and everyone can show 
off their best moves. And if you want to include that famous rabbit-y dance? Well, this tutorial will 
show you, step-by-step, exactly how to do The Bunny Hop. 

5. Leapfrog/bunny game 

Leapfrog is always a fun family game. Pretending to be bunnies instead of frogs makes it perfect for 
Easter. 

6. Animal friends 

Even little toddlers can get in on the Easter fun with our animal activity. Have them pretend to be 
some of their favourite spring animals (chicks, bunnies, and ducklings come to mind) and they’ll soon 
be peeping, hopping, waddling, and quacking their way along the road to developing physical 
literacy. 

7. Obstacle course/relay race 

Set up a simple obstacle course in the backyard or even the living room and give it a fun Easter 
theme. Lots of hopping, eggs on spoons, egg throwing and catching, and maybe even some bowling 
with a hard-boiled egg to knock over the pins. 

8. Community egg hunt outdoors 

Have a community egg hunt outdoors.  

http://crystalandcomp.com/2013/03/activities-for-kids-reverse-easter-egg-hunt/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://dance.lovetoknow.com/bunny-hop-dance
https://activeforlife.com/activities/?actId=1
http://crystalandcomp.com/2013/03/activities-for-kids-reverse-easter-egg-hunt/%22%20%5Ct%20%22_blank
https://dance.lovetoknow.com/bunny-hop-dance
https://activeforlife.com/activities/?actId=1
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Learning Fun
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9. Pack your gear 
When you’re headed to a family dinner, pack the baseball gloves or a soccer ball. Then, when kids are 
getting antsy waiting for dinner to start, head to the nearest park. All those Easter goodies can lead 
to quite the sugar rush, so kids and adults alike will probably welcome the chance to run around and 
play together. It’s also a great way for kids who don’t see each other often to break the ice. 

10. Have an Easter Parade 

Toddlers and preschoolers will love putting on their Easter bonnets, making fancy signs, decorating 
their ride-on toys, and walking, marching, riding, and scooting down the street for a neighbourhood 
Easter Parade. 

And there it is: An active Easter is just a hop, skip, and a jump away.

As the winter winds down and spring is among us, the weather warms up and sunshine and birds 
begin to chirp. April is filled with tons of fun things to celebrate, especially Earth Day! For younger 
children, it can be a fun way to introduce sorting with them. We can teach them which items are 
plastic vs. paper. Recyclable vs. non-recyclable. Materials can be found in the comfort of your own 
home (applesauce caps, water bottles, paper, etc). You can also build bird feeders out of recyclable 
materials found in your home (popsicle sticks, milk cartons, etc).

http://www.lullaboo.ca/
http://www.lullaboo.ca/
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This beautiful spring month of April is the season for renewal and new beginnings. It is the month 
dedicated to the goddess of love and beauty. 
Many cultures celebrate the return of spring. Passover, Easter, Earth Day and World Art Day are all 
celebrated in April.  

Taking walks and seeing flowers in bloom are 
also part of what makes spring so great. 

Despite limits on travel and socializing in light 
of the coronavirus, springtime can still be 
appreciated through jogs outside, open 
windows, or virtual tours of national parks. 

Let us all take advantage of this season of 
renewal to reset the priorities in our lives. Let us 
spring clean our homes, and more importantly, 
our souls. 

Irini Mikhael, RECE, P.Eng, PMP 
Chief Operating Officer 
irini@lullaboo.ca
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